Artist

BK Adams
BK Adams is an American visual artist and
sculptor. He has produced commissions, fine
art and paintings with no commitment to any
one particular style – other than his own.
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In the early days of his career, Adams focused
on monumental sculptures for alternative art
spaces. Nearly all of Adams’ work implores a
visual movement of avant-garde expressionist
abstract; using textiles, metalworks, fiberglass
and traditional canvas as well as photorealistic
monochromes. His colorful, expressive
workmanship reflects a life’s journey with a
specialty collection that embodies Washington Adams’ brightly-colored “Transformation Blue
Horse” sculpture (foil and acrylic paint), is a
DC’s rich history and culture.
permanent exhibit at the Smithsonian Institution
Adams held his first solo gallery show at his art National Museum of African American History
studio, a whimsical kaleidoscopic showroom, and Culture (NMAAHC) www.nmaahc.si.edu.
known simply as “I Am Art…”. His “unique”
persona visualizes the physical activity of
painting and from a distance he appears
illustrated; where his bold eyewear, signature
paint splattered denim and colorful clogs are
an extension of his artistry.

TCA Public Relations
www.tcapr.org
Curator Inquiries:
(202) 742-5923 ext. 222
Press Clips & Interview
Requests
http://media.tcapr.com
e: media@tcapr.com
Facebook: iamBKAdams
Instagram: iambkadams
Twitter: @IamBKAdams

Iron Faith, 2014
(Iron and Fiberglass).

“Transformation Blue Horse”, 2009 (Mixed
Media: fiberglass, artificial resin, burlap, foil, metal,
acrylic paint, wood, polyurethane foam, imitation fur,
vinyl and yarn)
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